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My background is MA in conservation-restoration of easel paintings and polychrome
wood from the Arts Academy, University of Split (2007) and Ph.D. in Art History
(Preservation of cultural heritage Department) from the Faculty of Humanities and
Social Sciences, University of Zagreb (2016). Besides conservation-restoration and
art history, my research interests include technical art history, theoretical and practical
aspects of retouching paintings and historically informed reconstructions of paintings.
I was awarded the AMAC-UK academic award in the academic year 2016-2017. The
£1,000 award allowed me to implement a five-day research at the National Maritime
Museum (NMM) in Greenwich.
1. Research area and previous work
The research concerns the investigation of the provenance and the typology of the 16th
century wooden sculpture Zvir (beast) from the Hvar Heritage Museum. Although
only limited research on the sculpture’s provenance has been carried out so far, the
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preliminary results have already showed a great significance of sculpture for the
Island of Hvar, and for Croatia. Namely, according to the famous Hvar legend, it
represents the figurehead of the Venetian war galley St. Jerome which took part in
victorious Battle of Lepanto in 1571 under the flag of Hvar. Besides the art history
investigations from 2014, in 2015 the sculpture’s materials underwent vast analytical
examinations at the laboratories of the Croatian Conservation Institute and the Ruđer
Bošković Institute in Zagreb. These preliminary results have provided new arguments
that are interesting in the context of the Hvar legend.
2. Scope and purpose
In order to further develop this study, it was necessary to conduct an art history
research at the Caird Library and Archive - the most extensive maritime reference
resource in the world. Furthermore, it was important to study the iconography of
Lepanto on the near contemporary oil paintings from the NMM collection, such as
The Battle of Lepanto, 7 October 1571 from late 16th century. My aim was to gather a
collection of the images that might show similar figures on galley prows.
3. Research outcomes
The opportunity to study the Library and Archive collection was of high importance
for my future scientific activities concerning the sculpture Zvir. This project helped
me to expand the body of literature with scans of relevant maritime manuscripts,
charts, maps and books unavailable in Croatia. Furthermore, it allowed the possibility
to exchange the information with the experts of Royal Museums Greenwich (RMG)
and achieve important links for future collaborative project related to the maritime
history of both countries. The correspondence with Dr Pieter van der Merwe General Editor and Greenwich Curator, Louise Macfarlane - Curator at Cutty Sark,
and Sue Prichard - Curator of Decorative Arts at Queen's House, will continue on as
we have identified several common interest made possible through the work in my
visit. Finally, the results of this research will be implemented in the future research
paper in order to promote the appreciation, interpretation and preservation of the
sculpture in the country and abroad.
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4. Impact of AMAC-UK academic award
I learned a lot from this visit, especially the importance of interdisciplinary
collaboration between art historians, curators and conservators that can make
significant contributions across these disciplines. This Award has provided me with
the opportunity to present my research at the Embassy of the Republic of Croatia and
discuss the subject with the organizers and the participants in a very supportive and
friendly environment. Apart from work related events, the Award allowed me to visit
museums and art galleries in London which exhibit a wealth of important art and
precious artefacts. Without AMAC-UK Educational Trust willing to support this
project, researchers such as myself, without a full-time position, would be unable to
pursue their insatiable curiosity and passion for the cultural heritage. I am honoured to
be one of the recipients of the AMAC-UK academic award and I consider myself
fortunate to be able to carry out this research.

Presentation of the research at the Embassy of the Republic of Croatia (January 30, 2018)
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Studying iconography of Lepanto with
Dr Pieter Van der Merwe, RMG expert in maritime history
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Studying the painting collection with
Sue Prichard, Curator of Decorative Arts at Queen's House
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In front of Cutty Sark, Greenwich, London
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Figurehead collection in Cutty Sark
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